Swelling behavior of PS and PB
To judge the quality of the EAC, the swelling behavior of PS and PB homopolymer thin films was investigated, respectively. Solutions of PS and PB were spin coated onto silicon wafers to form homogeneous thin films with initial thicknesses of ca. 900 nm. The homopolymer thin films were then vapor treated with EAC with the setup shown in Figure S1 . The swelling ratios were plotted in Figure S2 . The two curves almost overlap with each other, indicating that EAC is a nonselective solvent. 
Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the scattering profiles
For the analysis of the FWHMs, the P1 peak was chosen for the parallel lamellae, because it is the most intense and does not overlap with the specularly reflected beam or the Yoneda region at any time. The peak was fitted by using a Gaussian function on a background according to:
where q z,0 is the peak position, w z the fwhm in q z direction and the background.
For the perpendicular lamellae, a Lorentzian function was fitted to the q y profiles at the Yoneda peak of the polymer: * 1 4 ,
where q y,0 is the peak position, w y the fwhm in q y direction and I * the amplitude. Example fits are given in Figure S3 . 
